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Former
NEA
Chair
Addresses
Students
News Update
By Cory Bergman
Staff Writer
Former head of the National En
dowment for the Arts (NEA), John
Frohnmayer, spoke to students at
College of the Pacific's fall convoca
tion. During the convocation,
Frohnmayer detailed his list of 20

Bush Declares Hawaii a Disaster Area
President Bush declared most of Hawaii a federal disaster area Saturday,
Iniki's hit on the Hawaiian Islands. With sustained winds
of 130 mph and gusts up to 160 mph, lniki was the most powerful storm to hit
Hawaii this century and the Islands' first hurricane in a decade.
Search-and-rescue teams, medical supplies, food and other provisions were
sent to Kauai, the island which received the brunt of the storm Friday afternoon.
At least three deaths and 98 injuries were reported and about 8,000 residents
were left homeless. Approximately 10,000 homes on the island were badly
damaged, with the water system knocked out and crops ruined.
Bush's di saster relief action makes federal funds available to individuals and
local governments on all of the islands except for Molokai. Federal assistance
to Hawaii can include temporary housing, low-cost loans to cover uninsured
property losses and other programs to help industry and business owners
ftom the disaster.

following Hurricane

leadership maxims, encouraging
students to become more involved
and participate in their education.
Frohnmayer strongly criticized the
Republican platform, calling it "pa
triotic rhetoric" and having "utter
contempt for the Constitution."
Frohnmayer said that the Republican
stance on alternative lifestyles and

the mention of faith in God in the
platform supported his argument.
President Bush nominated
Frohnmayer in 1989 as the fifth chair
person of the NEA. Under
Frohnmayer's short-lived adminis
tration, a number of controversial art
exhibits funded by the NEA received
national media attention. One such

ent Case Has Deadly Ending

•
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Alexis Martinez Colon cndediici |fj§|days alter she accusal

sergeants in her unit at Fort Hood,Texas, ol repeated sexua1 harassment,
juested a transfer, but the Army denied it and stated that Colon was
"guilty of conduct unbecoming a soldier."
Colon's husband and her parents plan to file a $50 million claim charging
the Army with wrongful death for ignoring the repeated harassment of Colon.
They believe she suffered emotional distress for months because of die
situation. Army officials have acknowledged that harassment may have been
afactor in the April 29 death of Colon, but they insist it was not the only one.
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Clinton and Jackson Join Forces

Former NEA Chair, John Frohnmayer speaks at Fall Convation

By Jamie Kroener and
Megan Thurston
Staff Writers

Takes off on Research

By Cory Bergman

Mission

Staff Writer

TV space shuttle Endeavor blasted off Saturday on, a,research mission
fwored by the Japanese government. The crew mcluded the first mamed
c°uple

in space and a Japanese scientist
mechanical
, NASA'S 50th shuttle flight, the first to
'"taeso, weather delayssince 1985, liftedofftromtheKemtedySpaceCcnler
'"Wng a cargo of ftogs, fish and insects,
. ng from tests of
b
The crew's schedule includes 43 planned pe , m',, foot-long carp, 30
^ super-conducting materials to studies o row
^.studies will also
Bfcken eggs
hundreds of hornets adapt to w eig
alloys first aid
conducted to test methods of Pressing ^ n
f ifJ the profX)sed $30
Jrpmentand animal development Jap - CXDerirnents and sent along
b|l!l°° U.S. space station, developed many of the experiment
lts first professional astronaut to help conduct t iem

feting Addresses Education Reform
0f Educat'°"
enc?' U'S"
_ "ce m San Francisco on Tuesday and Wednesday.
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Associate Benerd Library Suite Dedicated
Professor
Receives
Spanos
Award

Democratic presidential nominee Bill Clinton and Jesse Jackson will meet
the coming weeks to try to end the criticism that the Clinton-Gore ticket is
African-American voters for granted.
As the contest between Clinton and President Bush tightens, a mandate from
Mack voters could become increasingly important for CI inton. Af ncan-Amencan political experts and members of the black community are
u
on t e
®P°rtance of the role of Jackson.
.
...
Clinton and Jackson are also launching a three-week voter registration cirive
^ginning Saturday that civil rights leaders say has the power to get President
Bush out of office. The drive to sign up new voters includes 300 even
c&s. Voterregistration booths were set up at football games across the country
0Ver the weekend.

sPace Shuttle

exhibit portrayed homoerotic scenes,
while another displayed a crucifix im
mersed in human urine.
The exhibits triggered a large pub
lic outcry headed by fundamentalist
groups. In February of 1992, twodays
following the New Hampshire pri
mary, Frohnmayer was dismissed
from his post by President Bush.
In an interview preceding the con
vocation, Frohnmayer said his dis
missal "was an appeasement to the
hard right" and the product of a "suc
cessful smear campaign." He went on
to say that nothing the Endowment
has supported has been found to be
obscene in court.
"The NEA has been conservative,"
Frohnmayer said. "We tried to make
all voices heard."
Nationally-recognized artist and
UOP student, Nadine Merrill Persson,
however, criticized Frohnmayer and
the NEA for their denial of funds to
§ "typical middle-of-the-road American
o artists" like herself. "The NEA is de^ nying us freedom of expression," said
a Persson."It only funds art that is avant£ garde." Persson encourages main
stream artists who have been denied
Q NEA grants to continue their work.
.§ Frohnmayer said he will continue
speaking around the country. He is
currently in the process of writing a
book of his experiences, entitled
"Leaving Town Alive." It is scheduled
to be available on bookstands in spring
of next year.
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The Fay and Alex G. Spanos Dis
tinguished Teaching Award was pre
sented to Professor John Boelter
Thursday during College of the
Pacific's fall convocation. Boelter said
he was "overwhelmed" with his se
lection.
Boelter is an associate professor in
COP's sports science division. He was
praised for his participative style of
teaching, high consideration for stu
dents and community involvement.
"As in the past, this year's selection
was difficult," said COP Dean Robert
Benedetti, "as the College has been
blessed over the years with very good
teachers." A panel of former Spanos
award winners selected Boelter from
nominations by faculty and students.
The Fay and Alex G. Spanos Distin
guished Teaching Award was established
in 1974 with the purpose "to recognize
excellence in teachingand personal con
cern for student achievement by a mem
ber of the faculty of the College of the
Pacific." Boelter is scheduled to speak
at the spring convocation in February.

Students, faculty and staff gath
ered at UOP's library last Thursday
for the dedication of the Gladys L.
Benerd Library Suite. The dedication
honored the retired teacher's ap
proximate $1 million endowment to
the library.
The Benerd
Library Suite was made available
through the $11 million unitrust es
tablished during the summer. Jean
Purnell, Interim Dean of Libraries,
discussed three main directions that
the funds will be used.
The first area she addressed was
the expansion of resources by adding
books and journals. Technological
upgrade was a second concern and
will be approached through personal
computer work stations.
The stations will enable librarians
to teach students how to access infor
mation and acquire sophisticated
computer data base searching skills.
"This will affect the education of stu
dents in a positive way," Pumell said.
In addition, the audio-visual ser
vices will be expanded by new video
tapes, educational software and laser
discs. These new services will also be
distributed throughout classrooms and
lecture halls.
Benerd's final goal includes new
photo-copying machines that will help
preserve resources. "Gladys used to
spend countless numbers of hours in
the library, copying articles regard

ing health, smoking and drugs to send
to other teachers and colleagues," said
Kara P. Brewer, UOP director of
planned gifts.
"She will never know what a won
derful thing she did," said UOPBenerd
School of Education Dean, Fay B.
Haisley. In addition to the library fund,

the School of Education has been re
named the Gladys L. Benerd School
of Education. Funds have also been
set aside for student scholarships and
families of firefighters and peace of
ficers who were injured or killed in
the line of duty.

Retired school teacher, Gladys L Benerd, was honored at the 1
during a dedication for her endowment.

.
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NEWS
Increased Enrollment

Campus Crime iv v

Causes No Worries
By Monica Yadegar
News
ws rAiiiur
Editor
Higher enrollment for the 1992-93
academic year has caused some to
speculate whether the University is
prepared to provide the same quality
education and services as in previous
years. According to Vice President
for Academic Affairs, Joseph L.
Subbiondo, the University has been
striving for such an increase and is
more than ready for it.
"In all aspects, the enrollment in
crease is positive and has been posi
tivelv received,"
received " Subbiondo
Subbiondo said.
said,
tively
Since the impact has not been the

l
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^
nolta Gamma sorority

-THEFT

one with an average class size of 24.
"Many faculty have indicated that they
iwvujv and all
are happy
with the
increase
nappy wim
uiw »
have been very 90°P«ative and gen/uo) Subbiondo said.
erous.
In addition to the academic adap
tations, other student services on
campus have aided in the transition.
According to Assistant Director of
Residential Life and Housing, Cathy
Sampson, the occupancy in campus
housing has increased since last year.
"At the beginning of the year,
Sampson said, "a number of students
were without secured housing. We
temporarily placed
temporarily
piaccu them in Eiselen

men4e\lpUonTs easy

for students
who are coming to programs which
are under capachy," Subbiondo said,

* A brass letter "G" was taken
from the front door of Delta Gamma
sorority house last week.
* During the noon hour last
Tuesday, a green backpack contain
ing textbooks was removed from the

removing a bicycle seat from the
Recital Hall Wednesday afternoon.
* A spare tire was taken from

to Career Planntng and

responded ardently to the good news.
According to Mark Howitson, ' It is
good to see the University supporting
Staff Writer
While most students this summer groups which it sees as profitable." Matt
Switzer adds, "It's nice to see that the
were either relaxing or working, the
men of Phi Delta Theta were busy ne- University has recognized us as a le
Although
„otiating with the administration to se- gitimate
gitimate part
partof
ot this
thiscampus."
campuv Ur
.1
^
traditional
cure the C-section of the townhouses as theC- sectiomsnotatraditional fraternity
fratemi y

accommltethestud^among
the m'an^a^ustments UOP has made, off campus" said Nadler.
„
According to Subbiondo, the cur"The tncreased enrollment,
rent faculty-student ratio is 15 to one Subbiondo said, "is telling everyone
and the average class size is 25 stu- that UOP is the place to be.

££££**„. Ahermany house, Dave ***%£%£
•
.1
1 .. 1 .*
.et rs confirmed
nrttlTI riivpn All
meetings
the
deal
was
on rangement allows the brothers to share
Sept 9 by the administration and the togetherness of a fraternity house
members of Phi Delta Theta. According while allowing independence an perto the contract, Phi Delt will be able to sonal growth. With _the
take permanentresidence starting in the townhouses permanently Phi Dei s
fall semester of 1993.
spirit and future of the fraternity
The brothers of Phi Delta Theta have stronger than ever.

dents. The ratio for last year was 14 to

Students Take Second Place
f r o m Massachusetts,
M a s s a c h u s e t t s , California
C a l i f o r n i a and
ant
from
Florida.
In announcing

at

activations.

B<>r'I i,Houg>"c

r°u8'

Hall

®

JohnCatoir.directorofTheChnstophers,

described thecontest as an opportunity
for students to use their cameras and
creativity to inspire and encourage o hers." The Christophers is a New Yorkbased international media organization.

News Writers Needed
Please Contact Monica at
The Pacifican
Third Floor Hand Hall or Call 946 - 2115

-ARRESTS
* Officers arrested om

for outstanding warrants

rrmat^nBallantyne Hall Satur

leH

» Z d y »Pbeat'
* the >nuch
^ An We t°°
agerld 'vie was,

The report was prepared k
Scheffler of UOP Public Safety

day night
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d

picture as
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behavior is rare

Stoneandhers
yiiv—corneas a bit of a shock, but I DO NOT
were responsible. After studying

Gres share the
A. Dear

Tormented. Th

rrsS?--- -*5
knoll"

Peter

was nothins but.. weM... patsy

^

to see a film th
First, UPBE
sial film to be
classic works si
are taken oil hi
it is good to J
protestors.

Lesbian be!

feefit
would ^kiesp^steMofme
to answer that Sorry.
T€CI
R WUUIU
W%.
. • c«u». flrrx-i Drarfv/ rv
Q. Dear Mr. College: Who would win in a fight; Gres Brady, or
Keith Partridge?—Often Wonder
actually
A. Dear Often: No contest Though they ncveractuaty
I fought I have simulated this match on
I times. There's no question that Greg could kick Keith
\ ass. Even If Danny got Reuben to help.
Htyi Got a question or comment for Me. College?
7^

i. —i. ..UU r»ch nri7P< to-

Send questions, comments, and yaiuabtecash praota
Mr College » P.O. Box 431 » Gaithersburg MP • 20884-0431

^ The Alumni
,
Forum Is a great
Idea! And, It's '
not just for
Seniors!
•O

Thursday
September 24th
10 am to 3 pm
Anderson Lawn

\

.Jouldn't it~be\
great to meet
with alumni
and learn
about their
careers?
I'm going to the
itlumni Forum!

ety.
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sex, yet for tr
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(McCaffrey Center if it rains)

Freshrw^ Sc^ihcroores; Juniors and Seaniors:

(\t only 1 could ,
tell my parents^
I've started my
q-j job search]

* Meet Potential Qtployers

% BlItss

nior

^Histitory

Career Week
I've thought
about an
Internship. Now I)
can realy pet

September 21-24
Wednesday
Thursday
23rd
24th

Monday
21*t

Tuesday

Co-op mud
Internship
Forum
Presidents'
Room
6:30- 8pm

Mandatory
Senior Job
Search and
On-campus
Interviewing
Orientation

CmtvPmn

McCaffrey
Theatre

Prognmu to first
I fifty in attutdonc*!

22nd

Alumni Career
Forum
Weber Hall
7:30 - 9pm

Career Paire
Prognmu to first
fifty in attendance!

Anderson Lawn
10am - 3pm

I missed
last year's
events. It won't
lappen agalr
.O
ecu

12noan- 1pm

or

3 - 6pm
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barriers betwe

*

vif
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[fc
^I^Tgoing to arrange
my schedule in order
to attend as many
Career
Week activities as
possible. Look at all
ot those events!

nre

I cou

'ALA* Off" ers are investigating a
false tire alarm a
which occurred at Grace v.o
,, Thursday morning-
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By Justin Levy

"For others, weare responding to their University who are
been
needs." A request for new microscopes ™
in work-study.
for
the biology classes, increased a.
P
t k ow that
faculty positions for the School of "We wantthe s udent^'t°w^ritrs
Pharmacy and rearranging classes to we re here to help the ,

cation students Kevin Kelly and Wendy
Simpson received second honors and
$2 000 for their video, "JUST ONE," in
The Christophers fifth annual Video
Contest for College Students. "JUST
ONE" emphasized the role that caring
adults can play in combating child abuse,
This year's winners included students

anchor embiem

Fraternity Secures
C - Section

Placement Director. Burton Nadler,
potential employers have been reminded that there are students a. the

,University
t _ : . woff the
t h . Pacific
P H f - i f i r communimmmuni-

"v

°s
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-v uiarif

enter ncj
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„a during
sumnic
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the summer

answering machiine were
taken from the University
Apartments during the pas m
•
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bookstore.
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OPINION

Left

« » > ' r "U ' f" r o " " d
" f t e rl,he firs, t w ow e e k so f
^mttmtton
I
though,
,,
was
about
to catchup on
u,iic
er
•
,
four
hundred
pages
hours
ofa,
reading.Sv the library
hl
,"r"y
*•
topu,away the books and go home
00»*»<*»«*• " 7«
Wtimovrrtookmesolgotonthephoneamlgaveanoldgirlfriend
although,
and
a,till
a movie would
sttsh, be a good way to pass
a moviedeed,•
so I though,
on
we could drop
m Icouldn,
rrcsted o
ulheUOP theater and catchan
Well, the movie was
ne
SUbiP
rants.
HO,only upbeat, but was hot, steamy hard-core porn! Little did I
know, the much talked about "Basic Instinct" was on the evening's
agenda- We took our seats and anxiously awaited the lights to dim.
fle movie was, to say the least, visually stimulating.
Prepared
by$
After the movie, the conversation diverged into sex and lesbian
ublic Safety'
behavior in particular. 1 am of course open to alternative lifestyles
(especially after viewing the aforementioned film), and thus wel
comed this little chat. My date said she found the movie enjoyable
and I later found out how much she enjoyed herself. We made it back
l0 her apartment and I poured us both a glass of wine. I sat on the
ad* Bunch!
couch and waited for her to finish her phone call and join me. Ten
minutes later, her lesbian girlfriend strolled through the front door.
Ol's first
I was a little bit curious as to where this was going, yet I soon saw the
"wjfeina
picture as clear as day. This turned into a most unusual evening.
"«ver cha^
m fact

iam«d.

er.

ivorite vase, do
t Bobby and

I DO NOT

'studying the

«t I call the
'Kh a softball
e shaggy

The above is fiction, yet it is not an uncommon reaction to a movie
such as "Basic Instinct". Many were actually dissatisfied with much
ofthefilm's content and found a few scenes rather offensive. Lesbian
behavior is rarely tackled by modem filmmakers, and though Sharon
Stone and her gay lover are portrayed as murderers, it was refreshing
to see a film that tackles the lesbian social issue.
First, UPBEAT must be applauded for allowing such a controver
sial film to be screened on our campus. In today's society where
classic works such as 'The Grapes of Wrath" and "Catcher in theRye"
are taken off high school reading lists due to their " obscene content",
it is good to see the University refuse to cringe before potential
protestors. Films like "Basic Instinct" aid in breaking the tense
barriers between the straight and gay communities.
Lesbian behavior is justifiably considered taboo in modem soci
ety. Traditionally, a woman is instinctively attracted to the opposite
sex, yet for many this seems to be a thing of the past. It is hard to
comprehend a woman's complete sexual satisfaction without the
company of a man. It is for this reason that thestraight community will
never understand the gay and lesbian community.
Student groups such as the Gay Alliance of Pacific (GAP) aid in
educating the public in a nonthreatening fashion. It allows people to
practice their own sexual tendencies in hopefully a safe and private
environment.
GAP is the largest non-Greek student organization at UOP. Sur
prisingly, the second largest is the College Republicans. Folks, we
attend an amazing school in which our two most popular groups lie on
opposites sides of the political spectrum. In this completely polarized
atmosphere, it is amazing that we have not had turbulence throughout
the past weeks. Republican platform leaders berate the gay and
lesbian community to no end. It is for these reasons that the potential
for violence on our campus is foreseeable. I personally lean to the
tight, believing gay and lesbian rights to be a farce. Yet, this does not
mean that we shouldn't respect their right to privacy in practicing
whatever they please.

Next Week From the Right and
From the Left...
BEGGERS

From The

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Right

By Kirsten Shaw

By Christina Diaz

Court Limits Women's
Freedom To Choose

Abortion Doesn't Liberate
Women

Is it really a surprise that abortion
rights advocates are unhappy with the
Supreme Court's recent abortion de
cision? True, its ruling on Planned
Parenthood v. Casey reaffirmed the
theoretical right of a woman to ter
minate a pregnancy, as guaranteed by
its 1973 Roe v. Wade ruling. For that,
pro-choice activists were expected to
be grateful. But by upholding the socalled "reasonable restrictions" of the
Pennsylvania law, ostensibly seeking
political middle ground, the high court
has succeeded only in compromising
women's fundamental rights. Con
servative America has long hailed the
American tradition of freedom— in
dependence of speech and thought
and the liberty to pursue happiness
and enjoy freedom from state intru
sion. Government, it is held, has a
limited role in the life of the individual.
Apparently these freedoms do not ex
tend to women. Freedom does not
seem to include the right to make
decisions about one's own body.
The court's Casey ruling reasserts
a woman's fundamental right to make
reproductive decisions and yet simul
taneously nullifies that right by in
sisting that states are free to enact
laws thatrestrict it—laws that suggest
that women aren't capable of making
important decisions, that they will
enter into these decisions lightly
without "proper" state enforced con
trols.
States are given the freedom to
choose to restrict abortion rights while
women are denied that same freedom.
Contrary to that tradition so valued by
Americans, the state thus assumes the
role of moral deliberator that has his
torically been left to the individual.
I)oes the state pretend,to possess a
loftier understanding of when abortion
is moral and when it is immoral?
By withdrawing from the indi
vidual the right to examine moral con
siderations and make a choice, as it
did in the Casey ruling, the Supreme
Court has revealed that it suffers a
conventional bias. Some Americans
still do not believe that women are
capable of acting as moral agents.
They think that, just as in the past they
were controlled by patriarchal hus
bands, women still need patriarchs—
in this case the court—to make the
really "big" decisions.

No matter how the justices said it, the
result was clear and unmistakable. In a
stunning 5-4 decision, the justices clearly
and completely reaffirmed Roe v. Wade as
a positive judicial decision for our country.
Any willingness that the Court had shown
in the past few years to rectify thedamage
done to our nation by the tragic 1973 Roe
v. Wade decision was completely eradi
cated.
The pro-abortion forces of the
country wailed that they were dealt a loss
because the court upheld the moderate
regulations of the Pennsylvania Abortion
Control Act (The Supreme Court upheld
regulations supported by a vast majority of
Americans,includingparental consent,24hourwaitingperiodandinformedconsent).
But the second half of their decision was
the strong and vehement reaffirmation of
Roe. Roe has been hailed as landmark
decision. It is also a decision that has cost
our generation dearly. Since 1973, abor
tion, cloaked in the euphemistic terms of
"choice," "reproductive freedom," and "a
woman's right," has taken the lives of 26
million unborn children. That's roughly
the equivalent of one-third of our genera
tion. Beneath the patriotic and emotionfilled slogans of "a woman's right to con
trol her own body," and "every child a
wanted child," lie the cold, hard realities of
abortion. The reality ofabortionis that with
every single abortion, an innocent unborn
child loses its life. The abortion not only
takes the life of the unborn child, it forever
changes the life of the woman. These are
the truths that you won't hear from the
abortion advocates. Consider these addi
tional facts:
• The majority of abortions are performed
before the 12th week. By that time all body
systems are present and functioning, brain
wavesaredetectable, andtheunbornchild's
heart is beating.
• Abortion poses serious risks to women,
both psychological and physical.Some of
thephysicalcomplicationsof abortion may
be: excessive bleeding and cramping, fe
ver/cold sweats, intense pain, infections,
and vomiting. An abortion may also result
in a woman's inability later on in life to
conceive a child miscarriages, scarring of
the uteres, or even stillbirths. Aside from
the physical complications, abortion can
also inflict severe emotional trauma to the
woman. Studies have shown that theemo
tional reactions might include: guilt and
extreme depression, anger, rage, suicidal
urges, uncontrollable crying and feelings
of intense grief, especially when seeing
other babies or young children.
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All letters to the editor must have a verifiable signiture, local address
and phone number.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and
submissions for length, factual information, libel, and clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following Thursday's
issue. Bring or mail your letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, Third
Floor, Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211.

What is the Meaning of Life?
Armando Flores
Senior
Economics

Edward T. Sickel IV
Senior
Communication

Darrin Martin
Sophomore
Communication

-«

/^Pursuit of virtue and the ignorance
Ce-'

••Enjoylife.oUieMles.anddowta.you
do best."

"Cocktails."

-

Kari McCaslin
Senior
Psychology

Rosalyn VanBuren
Junior
Political Science

"To accomplish what you desire in career and family, but most of all, to love."

'To be happy, healthy and to succeed."

-

"A bad Monty Python Movie."
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Homecoming
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Good, Fresh Home-Made Food
(All Soup & Meat are Home-Made)

Fifties Atmosphere
HAMBURGERS
90% FAT FREE
CH0RLESTR0L
Cook by 100% Vegetable Oil

Fifties Music
& Juke Box
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Dinner & Party up to 200 people

'• FREE MILKSHAK
MINI) (209)948-1950 I

Expiration Date: Sept 31,1992

20%
OFF
From regular menu prices
•

.1.

Expiration Date: Sept 31,1992

Sure, he expeered us ,o provide good service, s.raigh, answers and decen,
Mow-up on student loan applicaiions. After all, Great Western is one of the top
lenders of student loans in Califomia, Wllh decadK of
^^^

T

LOANS

e°' C

"h"

out 'USI

l*ow qu'ckly we handle Stafford, SLS and PLUS

LOANS, he grinned from ear to ear.

So what are you waiting for? For more information or a loan application call
us toll-free, ,.800-637-6767, Grea, Western BanL We'll always boh"

GREAT WESTERN
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individually. An internship provides
the perfect vehicle for students to find
the answers to the many questions they
have about their future, while earning
units toward graduation.
F or many students an internship
awakens them to a part of the world they
never knew existed. Internships not
only train students to be more proficient
In their area of expertise, but also provideasenseofcivicresponsibUityaswe
work,o achieve a more inctaiveworld.

XU<llinten*J
%

CP U
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for
Visitorand,
the world they are preparing to Convention Bureau, "This internship
°thcrs in thiSai^ enter after graduation.
has helped me leam how to deal closely
dno,beftn%
Students are often unsure of how with people of entirely different back
1years of study will translate in the grounds and cultures... I am more con
°"cge, Worked^ work place. They wonder, "Do I have fident about my future."
er while at
The Co-op/Internship Office also
tendjj, tlK knowledge and skills I need to be
1 ,ami|y Planning successful? What can I do with my
provides students with a wide variety of
, 1 Wr°te the l0n degree? Have I chosen the right pro organizations to choose from, from
said Cates, who fession? What does my course work Pepsi-Cola to the United States Supreme
l u n c o l l e g e cam, havetodo with the 'real world?'" These Court, in a wide variety of regions in the
A tor wellnesses questions each student must answer U.S. and abroad. Mike Traina, who
Howsf'Besurese,
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always be thinl
of your and his
take," "Be prep®
nly," "Sharerespa
lationship,""]
*>n't sexually S
By Burt Nadler
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are

interned with the American Film Insti
tute at the Kennedy Center, stated, "My
stay in Washington, D.C., has been
nothing shy of extraordinary, not only
because of my academic and professional
development, but because of my per
sonal growth as well. My academic
experience in Washington has definitely
equalled, if not surpassed, my course
work at UOP."
According to P.R. major Richard
HallJelsVpto-su^eof
the internship experience was my level
. . . . . . .
of preparedness. Working for Edelman
Public Relations in Frankfurt, Germany,
allowed me to use knowledge I had
gained not only from communication
classes, but also from history and En
glish coursework. Working exclusively
in German was the perfect opportunity
to bring my language skills up to speed,
and also allowed me to discover many of
the sometimes subtle differences be
tween our two cultures. It was fascinat
ing to see my years at UOP applied in

such a practical manner."
Students who want to take advantage
of the opportunity to do an internship
need to plan ahead. Freshmen, sopho
mores, juniors and seniors are encour
aged to attend the Co-op/Internship
Forum offered on Monday, Sept. 21,
from 6:30-8 p.m. in the President's Room
(formerly the Gold Room). Faculty su
pervisors, student interns and employ
ers will discuss the importance of the in
ternship experience from their individual
perspectives. Local, national and interna
tional internshipopportunitiesareavailable
for all interested students who meet the
basic requirements. Do not miss out on this
opportunity to speak with student interns,
faculty who supervise internships and
employer participants. Refreshments will
be served! For more information, stop by
the Co-op and Career Center, 2nd floor,
McConchie Hall (235 W. Stadium Drive,
just across Pacific Avenue), or call Jody
Smith, Associate Director of Co-op/Internship Program, at 946-2273.

Funds, Fantasi
Future Focus

Director, Career Services

It's me again. Yes, I'm going to write
lis Stat something
witty (or "half-witty") and in
formative each week, so you better get

ty Drops used to it Rather than use this column to

blatantly advertise Career Week (Sept.
21st-24th) and the Career and Community
SeiviceFaire(Sept.24th),Iwanttoaddress
i issue raised regularly by students and
alumni who visit Career Services in
vely
McConchie Hall.
I've heard you say'If you can describe
man
n. (CPS)—Theqa a job, you can get a job" on several
nts tit MemphisS occasions. What exactly do you mean?
irning the death ( Well, quite simply, there's a bull'seye
the past, both gm on a target for a reason. Even if you don't
ersity's annual h® hit it, you score points. Statements like "I
—the homeooi want to leave my options open" and "I'm
not all. Thestui flexible" imply a hope that someone else
/oted againstabi willieviewyourresumeandmakedecisions
r. and Mrs. Sp®1 for you regarding where you best fit. IT
voting to banish DOESN'T HAPPEN! While you may
,n of MSU horw tor the occasional story to the contrary, it
Page H)
'Smy°ur best interest to set and articulate
• It may be perceived asdifficult todo,
hit it really isn't. fields
We have all heaid the phrase "What
y°u see is what you get." In job search,
"HAT YOUSAY IS WHAT YOU GET!
You must be able to describe the nature of
** job you want Goal statements must
your knowledge of self and, most
^toal, knowledge of job functions. Ap
propriate goalstatements,expressing what
K^wanttodoand where, include: "Iwant
tfJ work in commercial banking in lending
^related capacities," "I'm looking for a
Won in advertising which would inV°'Vi Media planning or media buying" or

uning
n

"I want todo membership and fund solici
tation in a non-profit organization." It is
not enough to say: "I want a meaningful
business related job working with people"
or "I want a job helping others, in a small
city which can offer me a lifestyle which
matches my personality."
In contrast to what sofne career coun
selors might suggest, I recommend that
you don'texamineyourselftoo thoroughly
withthehopethatsomemagical awareness
of job search goals will arise. Knowing
your skills, values and personality type is
all well and good, and our Career Focus
Program is designed to provide just the
right amount of self knowledge, but it isn't
thecritical component of goal setting or job
search! KNOWING AND COMMUNI
CATING JOB TITLES AND JOB
FUNCTIONS IS THE KEY TO SUC
CESS! Active solicitation of information
regarding jobs, through informational interviewing and the reading of written materials, willnaturally leadtoyouridentrfying
and functions you wish to classify as
job search goals. Many of the events
associated with Career Week will spar
required to describe a job. veryone, freshmen through seniors, shoul
attend the Alumni
m ,
Wednesday, Sept.
..
Weber Hall. Listening to others describe
their jobs will make it easier for you to
focus on and describe your goals.
Until next week, remember S-A-L-ES is not a four letter word. The fifth letter,
"S," could signify the S-T-A-R-T of your
research

career.

COPA Brings Unity to COP
% Darrin Atkins
Guest W riter
.

College of the Pacific Association
. ^A) is a representative student orgamzati°n comprised solely of COP students
^ functions toserve the academic needs
jj^feires of thestudents of the College of
Pacific. COPA seeks to articulate the
students to the college ad—on and faculty. It attempts to
Y^the rather largecommunication crisis
.^nthedifferent constituencies within
^Uege body. Being the largest school
, h Jn the University and having a diverse
composition, it has been especially
Nt for the students of the college to
, Ve any college identity.COPA worksto
®iuni ^ StU^ent
closer and to comICate to ^ students that COP is not
tori3 ^Sorical name, but a meaningful
COPA
w"nique academic experience.
a
J® to involve students in the develop^"l of their academic education, its rel^curriculum and in the creation of a

sense of college community.
Bysupporting student serviceprograms,

By Fran Abbott
Director, Anderson Y Center
It's difficult to remember or even
imagine a time when we naturally mean
dered around campus or hung out at ease in
a local coffee shop. The information ex
plosion around the world demands a new
wayoflife. Itinvolvesgreaterdisciplineto
harness the barrage of information coming
our way, as well as more focused attention
tp lead healthier lifestyles.
In 1985 I visited what was then the
USSR on a "community service"venture,
and a friend reminded me "this is no time
to buy an atlas.'' What in the world is going
on? The Soviet Union is no more. The
BerlinWallisdown. Chinese students sent
a message for freedom across the globe.
There have been catastrophic natural and
human disasters. The Central Valley is
facing unprecedented growth in housing
without real care in planning and ways for
people to earn their living. A new breed of
politicians is on the scene. Stockton's City
Council is dominated by women. Water
and airquality, crime, violence, gangs and
substance abuse continue to top the lists of
concerns for area residents.
Since the UOP neighborhood and the
world were horrified and grief-ridden by
the tragic shooting at Cleveland School in
1989, Stockton has become known as a
center of healing to the world. Stockton
readily welcomed the new Children's
Museum. The seeds of a renaissance in the
center of thecity and on Miracle Mile are
readily apparent The "No New Towns"
movement is sweeping the valley. Even
the Stockton Record is under new leader
ship and has quadrupled its efforts at
breathing new life into its readership area.
It is no surprise that Stockton plays host
to four "Points of Light" named by Presi-

COPA prov

g.

Friday, September 18
Friday Forum: "Governance," Bechtel Center, 3 p.m.
-an open discussion and debate
Volleyball vs. UC Irvine, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP', McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Dancing at the "Static Attic," 2nd floor McCaffrey Center, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
/K,' Saturday, September 19
Water Polo vs. UC Davis, Kjeldsen Pool, 12 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Long Beach State, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP', McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, September 20
Catholic Mass. Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Protestant Worship: "Making Friends W/ Other People's Money," Morris Chapel, 11 am.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP', McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, September 21
CO-OP and Internship Forum, President's Room, 6:30 p.m.
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
Tuesday, September 22
Mandatory Senior Job Search and On-campus Interviewing Orientation,
McCaffrey Theatre, 12 p.m.
Mandatory Senior Job Search and On-campus Interviewing Orientation,
McCaffrey Theatre, 5 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "THE PRINCE OF TIDES", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.

most pressing social problems through
Wednesday, September 23
community service." Stockton has also
World on Wednesday:"What Can Traditional Political Theory Tell Us About the
been recognized as the city of the future by
Present Environmental Crisis," Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m.
National Public Radio for its demographic
featuring Dean Robert Benedetti, professor of political science
makeup. The vast diversity of the popula
Alumni Career Forum, Weber Hall, 1st floor,7:30 p.m.
tion in the Stockton area offers an incred
UPBEAT Film: "THE PRINCE OF TIDES", McCaffrey Theatre. 8 p.m.
ible richness to our quality of life and the
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room, 9 p.m.
size of the city allows for a feeling of
closeness blended withdiversityunequaled
Thursday, September 24
anywhere.
ICareer & Community Service Faire, Anderson Lawn, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
On Sept. 24 at the Career and Commu •College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meefitii^,'Bannister 108:5 p.m:
nity Service Faire next to Anderson Hall,
-open to all students
students will have an opportunity to ex
UPBEAT Filrm'THE PLAYER", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
perience the world of work (for pay and
volunteer) right here on campus. Dozens
of organizations will be represented to
share their possibilities. Don't miss this
incredible opportunity to meet representatives from profitandnonprofitorganizations
all eager to recruit students. So, make
meandering and having lunch at a faire a
PIZZA
priority service activityforyourself. Make
PASTA <g SANDWICHES
new contacts on and off campus. And,
remember to write down names and phone
4415 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 45207 • 209/957-4415
numbersandsayalotof'thankyous." See
you at the Faire!!

Oeppenei/us

dentBushfor"successfully addressingour

UOP Gallery's 199293 Season Begins

administered for and by students, COPA
endeavors to make the College of the
As its first exhibit of the season, the
Pacific a more human place. One of the
UOP Gallery presents Passages/
ways in which COPA involves students rs
Bridges, the "lively and prickly" metal
through group activities such as Clubfest
and wire sculptures of La Mesa artist
and thesponsoring of social organizations
Ellen Phillips. The sculptures are of
such as Gay Alliance of Pacific (GAP) and
various dimensions and are displayed
the Student Health Advisory Committee
assismce alongwiththeartist'srenderingsofeach.
(SHAC).
Phillips has an extensive resume and has
toCalliope,
^ sponsored exhibited widely throughout the United
Cw^rt.anew
y
States ^ Mexic0 Her work wm be
by COP,
_ fnrmationonCOPAandits displayed through Friday, Sept. 25. A
F<™r^"
reception for the artist will be held on the
se st0p by Bannister Hall,
evening of the 25th in the gallery, 7-9
iromK&orcall946-2304. toy interested
p.m. The public is cordially invited to
students can also attend our weekly
attend.
The gallery is located on the
„ Thnrsdavs 5-6 p.m. Freshmen
second
floor
of the McCaffrey Center
ings o
^ needed, so call today.
across from the Summit. Gallery hours
^making and bntaking of COPA de,
whether COP members partici- are Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat. &
pends on
,
Sun., 3-9 p.m. For more information call
icesandprograms
pateinanduutothesetv

Thursday, September 17
Activities Faire, Hand Lawn, 4:30 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for Christ
UPBEAT Film: "WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

We know what you want. You want your loan approved fast. And you want
the money even faster. So look to Great Western Bank. We won't get your hopes up
and then leave you dangling.
Great Western is one of the top lenders of student loans in California. We have the
experience and know-how to deliver Stafford, SLS and PLUS LOANS fast—without
a lot of hangups. For more information or a loan application, call us toll-free at
1-800-637-6767. Great Western Bank. We'll always be there!" EEL

GREAT WESTERN BANK

A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Western Financial Company.
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(Iff LASER

111PERSISTEM100
•80386SX, 25MHz.
•2MB standard RAM
•100MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
•14" VGA color monitor

•Keyboard
•Mouse
•Microsoft Windows
•Microsoft Works for Windows
#4503015

COLLEGE LOGO T-SHIRT
Rugged 100% cotton compacted
hems. #1010984.

COLLEGE LOGO SWEATSHIRT
Heavyweight 50% cotton/50% polyester
fleece features quality construction detal
and generous athletic cut. #1010981.
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W1REBOUND NOTEBOOKI
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One-subiect 11 x 8'/." notebook with pocket
Si sheets. #1009801.
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Why pay more at the bookstore? BizMart has those college musthaves at super-low everyday prices. With over 10,000 products,
vou'll be suprised at what you'll find. We've got everything you
need from classroom to dorm room, even T-shirts and sweatshir s
with many popular local-college emblems!

Weathi
Activif
Lure
Studei
EVERYDAY
From
$4*99
Studyi

2-POCKET PORTFOLIO

Attention-grabbing laminated paper portfc
in white, blue, red or green. #1010955.

BIZ IZbig on campus.

Procrastin;

(Tfeod
FIVE-STAR

BQZMART PNSERTABLE INDEXES

FIRST GEAR ZIPPERED BINDER

Our finest indexes. Heavy duty white ledgerjoaper wH*£r«
holes for standard ring binders. Typewriter-spaced Inserts for
changing titles. Five tabs. Letter size.
#1001620 Asst./5 Tabs
#1001622 Clear/5 Tabs

3-ring binder with tough nylon case and pockets for papers,
calculator, pens & more. Choose black, blue, red or teal.
#1011662.

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

199

$«i 79

YOUR
CHOICE
SHIMMERS PENS

ROYAL

Colorful Bic Stic pens with
translucent color-tinted barrels
and ink in hot fashion colors.
Assorted 6-pack with two
turquoise, two purple, one lime
green and one pink pen.
#1009028

ORIOLE #2 LEAD PENCILS

HEATWAVES BALL
POINT PENS

Retractable ball point pens in
>lors. Four-pack
exciting neon colors.

assortment. Medium points, blue
Ink. #1009030.

Break-resistant commercial B-grade lead and quality pink
^raser. Six dozen. #1009343.

8500PD PROFESSIONAL
PRINTING CALCULATOR

' BYM0RTHMESTH»»BaJ.FH*e

PERIPHERY

$OA99 $OA99

DOS word processor with what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) display
& scalable fonts,
Plus spelling/grammar checker and thesaurus, clip art & mail
for
merger. #4502681.

EVERYDAY

#1010886.

STOCKTON

1-5 @ MARCH LN.

BIZMART

I

MARCH

Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 957-9771
7J l ' T i l I

EVERYDAY

(EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY
PFSTWRITE PC SOFTWARE

Colorful totem-pole tribal-design
medium-point ball pens. Three
with blue ink, three with black Ink

Built with Genuine BELL'" reliability and durability! Features
three fast-dial emerscncy buttons and 10 auto-dial numbers.
Lighted keypad. For desk or wall. #3002506.

cr

SOHMMOt

SPINNAKER / )

WAVELENGTHS
TRIBALS™ PENS

THE 150 SLIM-STYLE TELEPHONE

Heavy-duty calculator features high-speed black and red
ribbon printing with.comma separation. Extra-large & bright
12-digit display. AC power. #3002319.

SOUNDBLASTER
CARD

QUE SOFTWARE $
RIGHTWRITER® PC
SOFTWARE

Add amazing
13 sound
JUUI ICJ
capabilities to your PC

Features 11-voice FM music
(AdLib compatible),
(DMA),
1digitized
«"• 1 voice
'u,v"c Input
'I If-

The best way to improve your writing! Proofreads
documents for thousands of errors in grammar
style, word usage and punctuation. Works within
several popular word-processing programs.
#4502761.

ZMART

Joystick port and
E!^°Ph°ne amplifier & Jack.
MIDI interface. #4501955.

is

COMPUTERPERIPHERALS. INC
?496IF 9600-BPS
INTERNAL FAX/MODEM

Advanced 9600-bps fax and Hayes-compatible 2*&>
ops modem lets you send and receive faxes from
arKl compatible computers
#4502459^°' F°r

SCHOOLSMART
Get More Purchasing

10,000 PRODUCTS, 7 DAYS A WEEK

rSS

'800-688-6278

BIZMART has made every effort to ensure the prices listed ore accurate; however we are not responsible for typographical or pictorial errors. We reserve the right to limit quantities. BIZMART will me-,
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preams of Teaching Political Activism Rising in the 90s
Motivate Ice Dancer Students Reorganize Clubs in an Election Year
By Allison Wagda

®Tfiibaugh

j(S

^Writer.
red alarm
a.m.- a flashing
, ^gs, awakening sophomore
jreaMachado for her early mornnractice. She pulls on a long
r leotard and grabs her skates,
ed
sleev
not to wake her roommate,
cat®:ful
dsets out for Oak Park Ice Arena.
111 Every morning Andrea arrives at
arena at 6:30 a.m., meets with her
hand starts on her two and a half
practice before her classes at
p0p Not an acrobatic skater, Andrea
ctjces ice dancing, a sport without
pie jumps- It is more dance-oriented
instead. Her dances include waltzes
and fox-trots, adjusted to the flow of

Andrea began skating at her home
town rink in Rancho Palos Verdes
nearly eight years ago. After first
taking group lessons, she moved on to
solo instruction and completed her
first three exams while still in high
school.
One of the benefits practicing on
the ice is that it causes me to build
endurance and stamina," said Andrea.
In order to complete the last three
exams, perseverance is necessary.
Besides early morning rink practice,
additional instruction and training is
required. This includes weight train
ing and ballet and ballroom dance
classes.

tlie ice.

Although Andrea has no current

of Olympic gold medals, she
topes to do something productive with
her skating knowledge by teaching.
Becoming a teacher is not an easy
BS|(. One must pass a variety of tests,
six total, starting with the preliminar
^ams

ies

and finishing up with the gold.

Currently, Andrea is working on
her fourth test, the silver. This par
ticular test involves skating the fox
trot, the waltz, and the tango. Each
dance is performed solo before a panel
of three judges. In order to success
fully complete the exam, two out of
three judges must pass the skater.

Stamina and endurance not only
help in the early morning practices,
but organize Andrea's academic
workload as well. Throughout her
skating years, her studies have re
mained her first priority. "Skating
helps me balance my time," said An
drea. The demanding fast-paced
schedule of skating keeps her disci
plined in completing school work and
studying regularly.
Andrea's ice skating goals may
not include competitions of glory or
triple axles of incredible heights.
However, they do involve hard work,
and the simple satisfaction of teach
ing others the very beautiful and
graceful sport of ice dancing.

Feature Editor
In the '70s, being politically active
was not only expected, but "hip" and
"cool." But during the '80s and early
'90's, apathy has become the norm.
Political protests have virtually vanished,
and organizations that were once active
are at best obscure.

Procrastinating More
Obvious as Semester
Gets Underway
By Allison Wagda
fetore Editor
Hey Joe, we're going to play beer
Fristee golf. Wanna come?"
"No thanks," replies Joe. "I have a
b study for in Expression Through
dement." Reconsidering, he says,
^dl, maybe just for a little while."
. Then, in his mind to justify his acJ0ns' he thinks, "After all, it's not my
uultthat the administration had to start
in the middle of the summer and
'nns are not air conditioned."
fie is not any different from most
0l> students. Now that the third week
. Sch°ol is in progress, procrastination
's already being practiced by many stuuents.
This is the prime time for procrastiahon. Th motivation that students had
e
e" they returned is fading with sum^er still in the air, but students think that
eJ have the rest of the semester to
a e UP any work. It is around this
(.
i'hat many students begin to fall
De«ind.
and^6 art
StudJtpraipjl
-'"'6

Putt'nS
iS a

homework

Pr°blem that 311

•n 'ents face at one time or another.
yQere may be a football game, a party
";ould rather attend, or even a
'tight sleepafter a long day which
J contribute to the onset of pro
bation.
s taken three years, but I think
t0 Ve dually figured out the best way
Hi^b Putting things off," said ser
ac( Michelle Gillette. "If you plan
^and keep a full schedule,
by°u have spare time you know
^ ave to spend it studying."

^r°Crastination, Page 11)

has spurred students intoaction. Repub
licans and Democrats alike are racing to
reorganize and revitalize clubs which
were forgotten in the past years.
Here on campus the two main politi
cal parties have been recruiting mem
bers and encouraging students to have a
say in their government. Both have set
up tables in the McCaffrey Center in
order to promote their visibility. Both

are in the process of becoming registered
by the University, because lack of inter
est in the past few years has caused the
clubs to fade.
Although the two parties are on oppos
ing ends of the political spectrum, they
both have the same goal; to get their candi
date elected. Whether it be George Bush or
Bill Clinton, the two parties have more in
common than they are willing to admit.

'92 Election Challenge
Motivates Republicans PPL

Democrat Club Organizing
jjj] Despite Conservativism

The University of the Pacific Col
lege Republicans, headed by Presi
dent Jeffrey Weinberg, has recruited
over fifty members around campus.
In addition, T-shirts sold by some of
the members can be seen even on
those who are unwilling to become
involved in the club.
According to Weinberg, the pur
pose of the club is to "promote con
servative ideals and values, as well
as work to elect those candidates
who will stick to these values and
represent the voters."
Until Weinberg decided to resur
rect it, the College Republicans had
been relatively obscure for the past
two years. Several years ago, Greg
Rupert was the president, and then

"To unify Democrats" is the main
goal of the new Democratic Club on
campus. Although still being put to
gether, the new club has 14 members
and four organizers.
In order to promote the club, Do
rothy Duran, one of the main orga
nizers, has been recruiting members
in the McCaffrey Center.
Duran first became interested in
putting together a club here on cam
pus when she was helping out at the
opening of the Democratic head
quarters in Stockton. There, she met
a member of the Collegiate Demo
crats club from Delta College, and
was persuaded to get involved.
The new club plans to work closely

Weinberg and Edward Sickel took
over. Two years ago they managed to
get a float in the Homecoming pa
rade, but with no major elections on
the horizon, their efforts were put on
hold.
Although the club is not affiliated
with the better-known San Joaquin
Young Republicans, they do hope to
work with them towards their common
goals. Although this election may be an
uphill battle, the College Republicans
plan to fight until the election is over,
and "George Bush has won."
• If you are interested in joining the Uni
versity of the Pacific College Republi
cans,pleasecontactJefirey Weinberg at
472-9241.

with the Delta club, not only to pro
mote Bill Clinton, but Barbara Boxer
and Diane Feinstein as well.
As for the short term, Duran says,
"Until Oct. 5, our main goal is to just
get people to register for the elec
tion."
After the election is over, the club
plans to have different speakers come
to campus to promote the Democrats
and their beliefs. Says Duran, "This
campus has a conservative outlook,
and we would like to liberalize it."
•If you are interested in joining the
Democrat club here on campus, con
tact Dorothy Duran at 944-7676.

The Feature Page is Interested in Spotlighting Poetry
Written by Students. Selections Should Be Submitted
to the Third Floor, Hand Hall.

Weather and
Activities
Lure Students
From
Studying

Things are starting to change. In an
election year, students tend to become
more motivated. In the '80s, this was not
the case, because both presidential races
were predictable, and a close race was
never really expected.
However, in 1992, for the first time
in over a decade, it is still too early to be
absolutely sure of the outcome of the
election. This November's competition
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A STUDENT CHECKING AND VISA
PACKAGE ONLYAT WELLS FARGO.
College is expensive enough as it is.
That's why Wells Fargo has designed
Student ATM Checking'" just for you—
at only $4.50 per month. Do all your
banking through theWells Fargo Express"
ATM and you'll get;
• Checking free of monthly service charges
every summer until you graduate.
• Unlimited checkwriting with no
minimum balance and no per-check
charge. And free check storage.
• Free access to more than 1600
Wells Fargo Express ATMs statewide.
• Convenient 24-Hour person-to-person
phone service.

STOCKTON

6623 Pacific Avenue, Lincoln Village

You can also apply for a special
Student Visa card:
• First year free membership when you
sign up for overdraft protection.
• All students—even entering freshmen
—are eligible to apply.
Open a checking account or apply for
a credit card now. Sign up for both
and you'll get a free Wells Fargo T-shirt.
Wells Fargo. Banking built for the
student budget.
Promotional giveaways while supplies last. Offer expires
10/15/92. $5.00 additional per-month service charge if one
or more transactions are made in a Wells Fargo branch. Proof
of college enrollment and other qualifying criteria required
for Student Visa application. Ask for details.

WELLS FARGO BANK

thrqLi>g"outoaufornia

Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:
Pacific Avenue Office,1906 Pacific Ave., 943-4550
College Square Office, 1045 W March Lane, 957-8010
©1992.WFB N.A.

Member FDIC
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Tigers Fall To Wolf Pack
&

ByAllieMcHugh
Sports Editor

*!

Jeff Russell returns a punt for the tigers,

Intramural Update
By David Perkins
Guest Writer
Welcome back to another exciting year
oflntramural Activities. Footballisalready
underway with games starting on the 16th
and 17th. We have fifteen teams this year.
They are participating in three different
leagues with two different skill levels. This
year's A league has the most fierce com
petition in years. As always, we have the
Archania powerhouse team that will be
very tough to beat this year as most of their

team are returning players. The defending
champion Phi Delt will also be a true test of
the opposing teams talents. SAE, Omega
Phi, and the only independent, G.D.I., will
alsobeverychallenging. TheB league will
also have some very good matchups. At
this time, it is hard to determine the favor
ites. Look in next week'sarticle for A and
B league predictions. If you would like to
come out and see the action, all games are
played across the bridge on Brookside
field. Game times are 5 and 6 p.m., Mon
day thru Thursday.

Things to remember: The date of the
golf tournament has been changed. For
more information call the intramural office
at 946-2716. Indoor soccer entries are
due Sept. 18 by 4 p.m. Tennis and
intertube waterpolo entries are dueSept.
23. We are looking forward to a great
year. Get involved and put a team
together. Finally, do you need some
extra cash? If so, the Intramural office
has officiating jobs available. For more
information come by the office or call
946-2716.

Quail Lakes Athletic Club
Your Membership is an Investment in Your Health
Club Features
•Cardiovascular Fitness Center with
Professional Instruction
•Nautilus, Cam II, Cam Star, Cybex,
Paramount, Universal, & Hogan
•Free Weights
*6 Championship Racquetball Courts
•Full Basketball Court
•Heated 20 X 50 Lap Pool with
Sunning Area
•Treadmills

•Aerobic Conditioning Class
•Hydrofit Water Exercise
•Silver Solarium Suntan Room
•Child Care
•Steam Room, Saunas,
•The "Back Court" Snack Bar
•Therapeutic Massage
•European Facials/Waxing
•Stairmasters
•Rowing Machines

Enroll Now for only $1.00
(UOP I.D. Required)

Call 951-3795 For an Appointment

At the start of the season, many
magazines and newspapers called the
UOP Football team, "all offense and no
defense Pacific." This year, it looks to be
the opposite, as the Pacific defense has
played well, while "Air Pacific" has
been grounded. This was apparent once
again in Reno, as the defense forced
seven punts, while the offense could not
move the ball in the Tiger's 20-14 loss to
Nevada-Reno.
The fall of the offense started with
the containment of Ryan Benjamin. For
the first time in 13 games, Benjamin
failed to rash the ball for 100 yards,
getting only 32 yards on 20 carries.
Benjamim did score the first touchdown
for the Tigers, but it was the arm of Troy
Kopp who carried the Pacific offense
§jthe rest of the game.
IE
Kopp started to show some signs that
®he was ready to equal last year's effort.
After a slow game against Fresno State,
<Kopp passed for 245 yards and one
mtouchdown against Reno. He also threw
2 two interceptions. In all, the Tigers made
£ four turnovers, and it put a lot of pressure
on the defense.
The first interception by Kopp was
with 2:38 left in the first half, with
Pacific down 10-7. The Pacific defense
came on the field and made the biggest
play so far this year. It looked like Ne
vada was going to score, but with 38
seconds left, the Tigers recovered a Wolf
Pack fumble on the Pacific one yard
line. The offense went three plays and
punted the ball away, but Pacific did not

lcll

giving Nevada a 13-7 halttun
•
The Tiger's defense was
fensivebacks DimitriGazelas andDanus
Cunnigan. Gazelashad 12 tac es, w
Cunnigan added nine. Grant arter a
eight tackles, while Jeff^us®el
^X
and a fumble recovery. The Pacific de
fense gave the offense many opportu
nities, especially in the third quarter
when they held Nevada scoreless.
The second half opened with Nevada
getting the ball and punting it away. The
two teams traded punts, until the Wolt
Pack scored a one yard touchdown in the
fourth quarter, after driving 13 plays and
68 yards. The Pacific offense, down 207, needed to score and do it fast. Once
again, the offense sputtered and punted
the ball. Fortunately, Schouten punted
the ball about 55 yards, to push Nevada
back to its own 25 yard line. The game
could have been over, as theTigers were
down by 13 points with only five min
utes left in the game.
With time running out on Pacific,
defensive back Kevin Mullens inter
cepted a Nevada pass and gave the Ti
gers the ball at the Nevada 33 yard line.
It took theTigers six plays to get into the
end zone, and all the yards were gained
by wide receiver Kale Wedemeyer. He
caught a pass for 11 yards, then took a
third down pass, 22 yards into the
Nevada end zone. Wedemeyer, who

By Stewart McDougall
Guest Writer
On Saturday, Sept. 12, UOP Field
Hockey hosted the Pacific Fall Classic
on Brookside Field. The Lady Tigers
fell to Slime, a team composed of Cali
fornia Berkeley, Stanford, and UOP
alumni players. The final score was 3-1
Senior captain Jane, Wing leads the

Anika Olsen. Although the UOP of
fense stuttered with only seven shots on
goal during the game, the defense played
a tight game with 12 saves by their
goalies. UOP has two returning goalies,
Lori Fitzgerald and Angela Teran, and
freshman goalie Kristin Forcina.
Slime is a very experienced team
made up of veteran players including

Pacific team, composed of 11 returning out shot the tigers 19-7.
players and five newcomers. Wing was
UOP coach Pari a
very pleased with the performance of disappointed at the loss ,,, ,?
the whole team especially the improve- the ealiher of th
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By Will Fruehling
Guest Writer
In the past two years, Pacific Men's
Volleyball has come a long way. The
team s first season was in the spring of

The Tiger s season last year was
far above that of their 1990 season.
Veteran player Don White said, "Last
year, our huge win over Berkeley was

the stepping stone for us becoming Di
vision I." After the season, Berkeley
had earned the title of being the number
one club team in the nation
University of the Pacific, playing in
the Pacific Division, will join newly
restructured Mountain
Pacific League
PaCihc LeagUeT
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Sports Update

The Pacific Lacrosse
to ^
p., .~
rosse Club is ready
read vtr,
fn
3Ch Club'is holding its first
start a new season, and new players are tn
needed for this year's team. There will San'drT"1 ^ weekend- The NorCal
be a meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in WPC dav Cb^"pionships will be held Frirday and S"nday. The quali
140. The meeting should only last about 1
30 minutes, so if anyone is jamstf ^ rouud is Friday. wi£ £*£
stow up and see what lacrosse is all
about. No experience is necessar,

Quail Lakes Athletic Club
Your Total Fitness Center
(209)951-3795

2303 W. March Lane

held °" Saturday
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e
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Stockton'sfirstbeach volleyballclub,
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The Pacifican needs^portswritenT

Please contact AllieMcHueh '
Stockton, CA 95207

field time, and experimenting wc
ferent position changes. Kone
"the most important things went
work on are taking more shots at
attack transition from defense t
fense."
UOP player Kristin Chiramontt
"with determination and practri
can get to the NCAA regionals?
Also playing in the tournamen
Stanford and California Berkeley
ended their «ameina
game in a 1-1 tie. Calk
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Men s Volleyball Makes the Jumi OK,
to Division One

Volleyball earned ,he recognition u
needed to advance to D,vision I.

Weekdays: Monday - Friday 5:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Weekends: 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Closed one week a year for renovation & repair.

had 104 yards on six catche.
moves on his way to the
helped change the mortg
Pacific's favor.
The Pacific defense
after the kick off and
8aveS
chance to win the game Th!
offense drove the ball easily '
territory. Kopp threw hisbesJ
day to Aaron Turner durin
'Still
but it went through his hands
K»
able to hit Wedemeyer f0r
later in the drive, but as he 1
the out-of-bounds marker, \y
was stripped of the ball J?
,.
• endi
drive.
There was less than a
minute
the game and the Tigers had Use
their timeouts. The defense
—
Nevada on three plays and
Pacific" one more shot. k0
Wedemeyer on the firstplayof^
a big 35-yard pass, to the Nevad;
few plays later, Kopp had ap^
and intercepted by Nevada, end
drive and the Tigers' hopes.
The last two drives by paciflc
reflection of the whole game.Thej
played well, only to be let down,
offense, whether it be by tun^
the ball or just stalling. The Pact
fense played its best game in this
but it was not enough. If the Tig,;
going to be successful, they needi
well as a team, and focus on the j
needs to be done. The defensehai,
the job it can do, but offensivti
Tigers are slowl y starting and ne«
game to break out of their slump
hope it's next week, when the Tip
to Idaho to face Division II Boise

Field Hockey Shows Promise in
Weekend Tournament

LZ. Iter

Located Across from the Hilton and in front of Carlos and Luigi's

chmiren.
use regular punter Jason Schouten.
Backup punter Tony Nordbeck punted
the ball from his 10 yard-line and only
kicked the ball 23 yards. This gave Ne
vada a field goal try with eight seconds
left in the half, and it was successful,

946-2155 or 944-717Q
It's your pap^ so get involved!
?

at

Division I Teams.
Head Coach, Joe Wormian#
a tremendous amount of time andf
into recruiting and fundraising tl"
year. Coach Wortmann was sucC
in getting 18 new recruits in addt
the six returning veterans.
Although the Tiger's sea#
not start until early January, ^
practices start Oct.19. This sen#
team will spend time conditio!®
working out inthe weight room(
pare themselves for the onset '
coming season.
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\\onien s Volleyball Dominate
Wisconsin Tournament
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Over the weekend, the Pacific
^n's Volleyball team played in the
Luis Badger Classic in Madison,
Wisconsin- On Friday, the Lady Tigers
beated the Bowling Green Owls in
L straight games 15-2, 15-4, 15-13.
A(|Saturday UOP played Kentucky and
, 0defeated them in three games with
ores of 15-10, 15-6, 15-11.
VikkiSimonis, the tournament MVP,
lid the game with 13 kills, as setter Lisa

Johns lead the Tigers with 42 assists.
Lisa was named to the all-tournament
team along with her teammate Charlotte
Johansson.
In thetournamentfinal, Pacific faced
the host team Wisconsin. UOP won in
three games. "Any time you can go to a
tournament and beat three teams 3-0, it
is a great tournament," said UOP as
sistant coach Jane Gibson-McHugh.
Team captain Katy Eldridge said, "it
was a good time for the team to work
together, and that is just what we
needed."

Back row specialist Carol Conti
stated, "I saw a lot of improvement
since our first tournament." She was
speaking of the Nebraska Tournament
where Pacific finished second to the
host Nebraska Corn Huskers. Conti
also added, " Wisconsin was a good
tournament because the players came
out and defined their roles that they
will be taking on the team and it is
going to help us play better as a team."
Don't miss the Lady Tigers in their
next home match Friday, Sept. 18th at
7:30 against UC Irvine.

Water Polo to Host UC Davis this Weekend

water polo team, stated, "It is great that
For the preview of this season, UOP
UOP is able to attract these great players, played in an exhibition tournament at
r,uest Writer
and help us keep UOP in the national California State University at Fresno.
>re shot if,,
One year has past and the 1992 Pacific rankings year after year."
The tournament was held last Saturday,
!fi>slphyofjJ
Men's Water Polo team has jumped back
This coming year is going to be quite a and UOP scrimmaged against Cal,
'• <0 the Nevadji ^tothewater.hopingforanothersuccessful
challenge for the Tigers, since three star Stanford and Fresno State. The Tigers
l,PPhadap
ass,: season. Last year's remarkable season
players, Todd Hosmer, Todd Hinders and favored very well against Stanford and
^evada, en< ^ jamedthem seventh position in the national
goalie,
Tom Cheli are redshirting. Eric Fresno State, but had their hands full
:rs' hopes.
polls. This year should be just as exciting. Sharar, former UOP water-polo player and against Cal, the defending national
ives by Pacific^
Brad Schumacher, considered one of present assistant for the team, stated,"This champions.
"logame.Thedei Ihe most highly recognized recruits in the season is going to be difficult without our
This year's season opener is this
|o be let downk, nation, is joining UOP for the new season. three key players, but on the other hand, we
weekend against U.C. Davis at UOP's
u be by turning Schumacher is a freshman coming from have a lot of talented players that can keep
Kjeldsen pool. The game is on Sept.
lling- The Pacific
Bowie High School in Bowie, Maryland. us in the hunt for a national champion 19th at noon, so come out and root the
st game in three j
( MikeRobinson, asenior and veteranof the
ship."
Tigers to victory.
jjjTRobertDavis

»gh. If the Tig®
si ul, they needto|
i focus on the jot

Water Polo Coach Reflects on Barcelona
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for John Tanner, UOP's water polo
coach, the journey to the '92 Olympiad
took him many months and tens of
thousands of miles. The long journey
culminated this summer when the Tan
ner-coached team finished a heart
breaking 4th,losing to the UnifiedTeam
in the battle for the bronze medal,
From the time Tanner was selected
Assistant Coach for the U.S.Olympic
team in March 1991, he helped mold a
group of individuals into a winning
combination that travelled to Canada,
Europe and Mexico, picking up the '91
World Cup along the way by defeating
Spain.
While the team enjoyed world travel,

Ibrnia Berkeley Tanner's commitment to the UOP water
na -1 tie. Cal® poloteamwasjustasstrong.Tannergained

xl Slime and W 1° frequent-flyer miles for the weekly
heir next home? S^telon 1-5, commuting between Stock-

at 1 pm-31t Brock ^teidNewportBeach, where theOlympic
k
xtuis.

team practiced for some 16 months in
preparation for Barcelona. "Sometimes
we'd wrap up practice at 8 p.m. and I'd
start the long trip back to Stockton."
Tanner's official role with the team
began after his election and confirmation
early in March, 1991. His passion for
the sport and his special relationship
with many of his players began long
before. He played on the national team
in 1982, then coached the College AllStar team andU.S. Olympic "B" team in
'88. This all followed his own partici
pation on the Stanford University team
and later as an assistant coach at Stanford.
"I knew six of the 13 team members
pretty well, having played with some of
them or having coached them."
While the results in Barcelona were
disappointing, the experience was
something he'll never forget. "It was
exciting. When our chances in men's
volleyball and baseball dimmed and the
media's interest waned, NBC really
started to bank on our water polo team.
As one producer put it ,'If they win,
we'll make themsuperstars.' Thatreally

didn't put any extra pressure on our
guys. They really wanted to win."
Tanner's greatest frustration was
watching his team lose their closing
match to the Unified Team. "They just
didn't have their hearts in it," Tanner
recalls after his team lost to Spain the
previous evening in the medal round, a
match which would have given them a
shot at he gold or silver medal.
Medal or not, Tanner, his water polo
team and the entire U.S. Olympic team,
were greetedby President and Mrs. Bush
following their return home. They were
given a welcome-home barbecue which
began on the White House lawn. "It
started to rain, so we all went inside the
White House, sat on the marble floors
and ate our hamburgers."
What about Atlanta in 1996? "While
I don't have any plans to be directly
involved, I may help with some scouting
and recruiting."
John Tanner's Olympic experience
may be over, but his passion for water
polo and for developing great players
goes on at UOP.

OK, So I Was Wrong

him] ®yAiIle
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^Ports Editor

It was in the April 23,1992 edition of
Pacifican that I stated that the San
ij Francisco Giants would win the National
aeWortinann.
Pennant and go on the World
wnioltwe""; ^ries. Five months later, the Giants find
j fundraiswg w ^"^Ivesover 20 games outof first place
sl)C

tmann vv a dtjjti! ^ Plummeting to the National League
es' cellar. The Giants did not live up to
recruits in a(
/etcranS'
: ^expectations, and I will probably never
seaso»
Tiger8 s ^ Ve down the statement from the April
23nd edition (Greg Adams always seems
rly January
lesf
19. -rviissefn'
rhissc
^mind of my mistake.). With the end of
the Seas
• c°'ndit'0
ime
on closing in fast, it is apparent
11
rod
1
wh>ch teams will be taking place in post. weigh
on^t;
for the
. ^ dte beginning of the week, the di^ional leaders were Atlanta, Pittsburgh,
akland and Toronto. These four teams
®ve very talented players, and if things
. T Ifre same, the divisional playoffs should
^ most exciting in recent years.
The Atlana Braves stunned the baseI World last year, when they went from
Place to one out from a World Series
Lj This year, the Braves are looking to
*1 iw ' ^ ^at'0nal League Champions,
,|i ^ey should if the pitching continues to

pitcher in baseball. Steve Avery, John
Smoltz and newly-acquired relief pitcher
Jeff Reardon give the Braves a staff which
is unequaled in all of baseball. Along with
the pitching staff, the Braves have offensive power and depth.
Terry Pendleton is the leaderof the very

voungBraves.Lastyear'sNationalLeague

yMVP6is batting .306
— this year, ileading
— theT
league inhits with 175andsecondinRBI's
with 94. Pendleton could receive his sec
ond MVP in a row, and if he does, he could
become one of the highest payed players
by the start of next season. David Justice,
(is Nixon and Ron Gant all have had
good years,
the Braves the power
and depth needed to wm it all.
The Braves should face the Pittsburgh
the National League ChampionPirates in
The Pirates are looking for a
ship series
..
third consecutive Eastern Division
Championship, but are still being pres
sured by the second place Montreal Expos.
If the Pirates hold off the Expos, they will
have to play well to beat Atlanta. Andy
giving

Van S^e '^h

femimB

TtTL and 79 RBI.

Bany Bonds has risen late in

28
the season, hiding -296and 87 RBI. Bonds and Van Slyke will
^
/vDlffcKi lrrrVi
U « fn rarrv the offense for Pittsburgh,
• iiv because of the loss of Bobby
. Tom Glavine leads the Braves' pitch- especi y
„f8 staf
L and looks to have a chance oi
of dub
Bonilla.•
»wn,
auestion mark for the Pirates
n
> g hissecond consecutive Cy Young
The ig ^ itching The Pittsburgh
Pb?*1' ^ 20 wins, along with a low this yea1Jnth jn the league, with
> has made him probably the best pitc g

a 3.45 ERA. Doug Drabek has had a
mediocre year, going 12-10, with a 2.76
ERA. The Pirates need the help of Bob
Walk, ZaneSmith and Randy Tomlin if a
Pennant is within its grasp. If these pitchers
can rise up to occasion, things could be
positive for Pittsburgh; if they do not, the
Braves will have an easy sweep.
h eA m e r i c a nL e a g u eh a so n c ea g a i n
seen the power of theOakland A'sand the
Toronto Blue Jays. There were some off
season acquisitions for each team, and of
course, the Jose Canseco mega-trade.
At the end of last year, many thought it
was theend of the A's.This year, even with
injuries, the A's have shown that the team
is still a powerhouse in Major League
Baseball. The A's were led early by the
playsofMarkMcGwire.Thefirstbaseman
has been injured for the last three weeks,
but still leadsthe team with 38 homers and
93 RBI. The most remarkable thing about
McGwire's year is that he is hitting seventy
points higher than last year. The trade of
Canseco has brought a very good playerin
Ruben Sierra to the A's. Sierra is having an
off-year, butis capable of hitting over .330

and
get 30 homers.
—' could
—,J easily
——
The biggest contributor to the A's
winning waysthisyearisE)ennisEckersley.
The relief pitcher recorded his 45th save
last Sunday, and the A'shave only lost one
game while he has been pitching. Roger
Clemens and Jack McDowell could nave
a chance at winning the Cy Young in the
(See So I Was Wrong, Page 11)
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Natoma Factory Station Outlet, Hzm/ 50, Exit Folsom Blvd.,
13000 Folsom Blvd. (916) 985-7313. Mon.-Wed. 10-7, Th.-Fri. 10-9, Sat. 10-6,
Sun. 11-6. Discontinued/almost perfect sports and fitness stuff.
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Calendar

By Wendy Genera
Staff Writer
YOUNG

ON

B b 1 N G
TELEVISION!

Young people have become a big
topic for primetime television. It all
started two years ago when Fox intro
duced their smash hit "Beverly Hills,
90210". Hollywood producers have
realized that shows concerning young
people with real-life issues are now the
hottest
thing
in
TV.
One of the first shows that was intro
duced this summer by Fox was "Melrose
Place". "Melrose" is about eight young
people in their early twenties who are
faced with the problems and situations
of being in the real world. The show
received alot of hype from Fox, which
started last April. The fact that the show
fdllows "90210" on Wednesday nights

Reviews

Album of the Week

Video of the Week
Video Pickofthe Week: "Straight to Hell". Thismovie stars Harry Dean Stanton
and cameo appearances by Elvis Costello and members of The Clash. This is a
twisted comedy about the pursuit of personal wealth and the corruption that surfaces
because of it. It's hard to find but worth the search. Check it out.

Sunday, s?pt 20,1992

Free! "More Better!" T-Shirt
When^fou Sign Up for Student
Banking at BofA
Open a VERSATEL' Checking account and get much more than this hot-looking T-shirt. Like more ATMs. Better
values. Choose "More Better!" student banking and get more free access to your cash at over 4,400 VERSATELLER*
and Ready Teller * ATMs throughout the West. Get better values with our low-cost VERSATEL Checking account, an
ATM-only account that lets you write as many checks as you need and make unlimited VERSATELLER deposits and
withdrawals for one low monthly fee. And, you'll also get a three-month summer vacation from monthly account fees!*

"MORE BETTER!" STUDENTS BANK WITH BOFA
Examine our "More Better!" student banking offer, and you'll see that BofA makes the grade with more cash
convenience and better banking values. Make the "More Better!"
choice in student banking, and sign up with Bank of America today.

BANKING ON AMERICA'

Stop by and ask for details at: 1661 PACIFIC AVENUE • STOCKTON, CA • (209) 944-5129

Bank of America
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Procrastination Homecoming

(Continued From Page 7)
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League, butinallreality.it
#1'20 to Eckersley. It is also
hle"that Eckersley could also win
#VP. Bob Welch, Dave Stewart
1 g Darling have all had good
on
^ an(j should help the A's get far

iplay°ffs'

fL, Toronto Blue Jays are the
hie opponent for the A's in the
f .can League Championship se•
Blue Jays have a line-up
V his very difficult to get through,
'carter, Roberto Alomar and Dave
Leld make up the middle of the
d give Toronto power, speed
Experience. The Blue Jays also
Dev°n White, a crafty and speedy
^offman. The two true superstars
• t ltie Blue Jays are Carter and

Alomar. Carter is having yet another
Jfeat

year, batting .270, with 32
pers and 105 RBI. If he continues
lisonslaught, it would not be surpris
es name at the top of MVP
Alomar is batting .320 and has
also scored 92 runs. If he can get on
lase.it gives Carter and Winfield the
opportunities to get the RBI the team
I needs.
The pitching staff for Toronto is
I|ed by Jack Morris. This veteran of
over 15 years has again brought a
iieamto World Series contention. Even
lough his ERA is a little high, 4.18,
he still boasts 18 wins against only
live defeats. His offensive support
pves him a chance to win almost any
»ame. Juan Guzman has come back
fromrehabilitation and is looking very
hood. He has 14 wins this year and
only three losses. His astounding 2.43
| ERA has helped him become one of
ike better pitchers in either league.
\ewly-acquired David Cone struggled
i at first for Toronto, but has shown
prhmise and should continue to adapt
lo American League pitching. The
Blue Jays' pitching could be the only
one on earth that could stand toe-toloe with the Braves.
There has never been a World Seriesplayed in Canada, and the Toronto
Blue Jays want to change that. I feel
fat the Blue Jays are the team this
year, and should get by the A's and
into the World Series. There is no
doubt in my mind that the Atlanta
Braves are the team from the National
^ague. They have the talent and heart
10make it all the way, and should, as
' fated before, sweep the Pirates in
the NLCS. Who will win it all? The
Blue Jays or the Braves. I think it will
Atlanta, in six games.If I am wrong,
df not want to hear anything about
^ Prediction. Especially you,
Adams!

In addition to a full schedule, it is
?etalmoran"0PU,aSide,ime,°just
relax. Otherwise, a student is more
likely to skip studying in order to have
some private time.

Another tip to delay the onset of
procrastination is getting a good night
sleep and having organized sleep pat
terns. Students then are able to plan
their activities around a schedule, and
know they will have the energy and
concentration that studying takes.
The best thing to cure this disease
is to realize that by studying now, you
will have guilt-free time to play later.

Youth

( Continued From Page 4)
ing royalty.
"The senate had the
opportunity to make a good choice
and give the students an opportunity
to have a good representative. The
senate chose not to do that, and now
we have nothing," said Tim Cochran,
of the Student Government Associa
tion. Russell Humphrey, one of the
senators on the committee that sub
mitted the new homecoming bill, said
the decision to kill the tradition was a
"huge disappointment." "It's not so
much that we did away with the
election, but the void it has left,"
Humphrey said.
The break with
tradition will also affect homecoming
festivities for alumni, Cochran said.

NBC does not seem so eager to jump
into the fire as quickly as CBS. Al
though they are looking forward to their
debut of "The Round Table," a show
about
young
professionals.
Not to be left out, ABC is also adding
a show to grab a younger audience.
"Going To Extremes" is from the cre
ators of "Northern Exposure". Theshow
presents some good-looking med stu
dents
in
Jamaica.
It is clear that young people in their
twenties are becoming quite a strong
topic for television. The only problem
with shows of the same topic is that they
can get dull and tiring. It will also make
it easier for excellent shows to shine. To
all the new shows—Good Luck!

Pacifican, September 17,1992
"I think they see (homecoming) as a
tradition that sort of creates a link
between the students and the alumni.
I think that without that, it's going to
be a huge deterrent."

Animals

( Continued From Page 4)
people come here and they want to play
with theanimals. I think that's where the
trouble comes in. They're not prepared
for two years of this lifestyle."
For
those who finish the program, however,
the rewards are rich. The program boasts
a 90 percent job placement rate for
graduates. "The majority of them go to
theme parks. We'vegot people at all the
different Sea Worlds ... and in Mexico
and Canada," Doria said.
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Campus
Crime

NOW OFFERING
HELP WITH YOUR
HOMEWORK.

( Continued From Page 4)

FREE COKE

of rape and sexual assault. The Higher
Education Reauthorization bill, which
President Bush recently signed into law,
includes the .Campus. Sexual Assault
Victims Bill of Rights Act, which was
sponsored by U.S. Rep. Jim Ramstad,
R-Minn. The bill requirescolleges and
universities that receive federal funds to
develop a campus sexual assault policy
that mandates procedures to follow after
an assault has occurred, educational
programs to promote awareness of rape
and counseling services. The schools
must also have the option of reschedul
ing classes and changing residence situ
ations to prevent contact between the
victim and alleged assailant. Experts
in campus safety maintain that only
through education can students learn
how toavoid crime. It's not so much that
crime on campus is rising, but what
colleges are seeing is more violent crime,
said Raymond, with the Campus Vio
lence Prevention Center. "Gradually,
colleges, parents and students are be
coming more educated," she said. "But
until things change, students must re

m

REGULAR COCA-COLA
16 OZ. BOTTLE
Limit one item per customer
Offer good through October 19,1992.

Xuckjq

FREE CHIPS
LAURA SCUDDER REGULAR POTATO CHIPS
1.125 OZ. SINGLE SERVING
Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.

Xuckll

FREEOREOS
NABISCO OREO COOKIES
2 OZ. SINGLE SERVING
Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.
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(Continued From Page 10)
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Co-ed Professional Business Fraternity

WE MEAN BUSINESS!
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Mortar Board welcomes UOP s new
^hmen and is pleased to announce j*
^hman Record has arrived. Any fresl™ _
aving purchased a copy may pic 1 UP
front desk in the student activities center.

iuckxi

When it comes to studying, there's something even
more important than legible notes: food.
Fortunately, your nearby Lucky store has everything
a student body could possibly crave. From guilt-free
health food to mandatory
munchies.
No time to cook?
Dorm food getting old?
Then try our service
deli and bakery, and
©1992 LUCKY STORES, INC.

reacquaint yourself with the pleasures of real food.
Trouble with Economics? Don't worry. We have the
lowest overall prices in town. And if you're short on cash,
you can always use your VisaT MasterCard® or ATM
card instead.
So cut out the study aids above. And bring them to
the store that does
more for higher
education than
the government.

7506 Pacific Ave., Stockton
3215 Pacific Ave., Stockton

JLucku
The Low Price Leader. Every Day.,.
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again ? A/ow i f f Ethnic Pa nee forM ? vVAe/i
are youqoinq +0 come to your fence; and
pick Something (edible ?(Sigh) Well, I
its juff another phdfef So I told her,
K (jive m e a kreak Ma. I mean I k e p t t h e
guetf

phone company a l l four year/!..
She wa; i m p r e s s e d . "
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0 matter what phase of college life you're in, AT&T can
help you through it. Just choose AT&T Long Distance.
And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver
Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically to meet
your needs while you're in college.
Our Reach Out* fjans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance, no
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SO ask irSr'fr *5m0St reliable

long dis^e service,
about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will be impressed.

To sign up for AIKT Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.
© 1992 AT8T. 'This service may net be available in residence halls on ywir campus. Must hrc true touch tone telephone and servict "You'll recehe ww
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AT&T Calling Card lets you call from almost anywhere to anywhere.
»' l u™ S®n UP
your first call is free**
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